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Abstract - Rapid applications of distributed ledgers have revolutionized the way the world envisions keeping track of 
independent components in an organizational setup. After bringing forth revolution in crypto currency based 
implementations, block chains have opened up door ways to centralize the workings of every closely related or distantly 
related components of businesses in order to gain a deep insight into real time workings of organizations at a faster pace than 
was ever possible. In terms of investment and asset management, it is believed by every management that maintaining and 
keeping track of human resource investment is a tedious task that requires a constant state of alert and effects every other 
business decisions. This work provides noble solution to real time human resource investment tracking and management 
which is based on a distributed ledger and is compatible to receive data from electronic sources. This work also presents 
novel aspects of considering organizational assets as a whole and provides a soft layer solution to make better workload 
distribution and in turn help make better business decisions. The implementation of our work can also serve the purpose of 
identifying individual entities using our proof of work and as a whole contribute to easier human resource management and 
reduce risks of unauthorized access by using a decentralized architecture that encompasses. Various aspects industrial 
contributions of an individual employee. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The world has been looking forward to innovative uses 
of distributed ledger technologies [1] such as 
blockchain from on its applications in crypto currencies 
became is a successful example of the utilities of a 
decentralized system that powers fundamental aspects 
of businesses. As currency based application of 
distributed ledgers has proven that risks involved [2] in 
terms of making it viable is dependent on market 
acceptability and reaction which is beyond the control 
of any specific organization, thereby diversification of 
blockchain technology has been at the forefront of 
development and HR related technologies happen to be 
one of the utility aspects where investment is being 
routed to.[3] 
 
In an organizational setup one of the hardest assets to 
keep track of is human resource and considering 
computing industry and hospitality sector, greater 
portion of the investment remains in human resource 
and unlike other forms of tangible products or 
resources, investment on services cannot be tracked real 
time which makes it difficult to take business decisions. 
Thereby we present our novel solution to monitor 
investment on human resource realtime and thereby 
provide a way to reorganize the workforce as required 
and would help the visionary aspect of any business set 
the right standards for the executioner level of a 
business. 
This work is divided into three parts, part I describes 
the algorithmic aspect of our real time solution to 
monitor total investment in human resource using our 
proprietary algorithm, part II describes our 
implementation of the algorithm along with 

experimental results and part III of the work 
describes how our work may impact businesses 
make a better human resource policy determination 
or achieve optimum work power distribution to 
achieve maximum output. 
 
Part I 
Any implementation of distributed ledger ensures 
certain local information on a node be shared 
among all nodes in a system without requirement of 
a central controlling server [4]. In our approach we 
have consider each employee as an independent 
address in a block chain. In our implementation we 
have considered four employees to start our 
blockchain and infinite amount of employee blocks 
may be added as per hardware and hosting resource 
is available. Our proprietary approach involves 
differential valuation of time of each employee of 
employee level as per required. We propose 
validating each account with 24 differentially 
priced crypto currency each day. 
 

 
Fig 1: Schematic Diagram of a Blockchain Transaction 

 
Our novel approach involves use of time as a 
currency in order to enable valuation based human 
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resource transaction and division between projects as 
required. At the starting point of each day we push 24 
credits to each node address and add blocks according 
to that in the blockchain which is shared between all 
offices in a business setup. Along with employees being 
treated as individual addresses we treat specific project 
requirements as individual addresses as well to which 
time allotted for an employee is to be is transacted as 
per requirement. Thus a query targeted at any specific 
address would reveal the total human resource assets 
attached to any project related address. Thus at any 
point of time every office in an business organization 
would have information about human resource 
investment as distributed to every open project. Thus 
while faced with a need for re distribution of the 
workforce it becomes a matter of initiating simple 
queries on the blockchain in order to understand on real 
time the workforce distribution in terms of valuation. 
Each employee address in our system is set to perform a 
transaction of differentially valuated time to a project 
address. Often an organization is forced with the 
problem of providing a exact quote for a project and a it 
requires time to provide a exact figure as organizational 
procedures are involved to gather the exact employee 
distribution data in terms of valuation. Thereby gaining 
an insight on valuation based workforce distribution on 
projects, our novel solution can act as an aid to provide 
a novel solution to provide project quotes to a greater 
accuracy in shorter time period. 

 

 
Fig 2: Schematic Diagram Of A Blockpush 

 
Fig 2 shows a standard block push in our system where 
an hour’s paid for an employee is transacted to a project 
account thereby ensuring that a valuation of work hours 
that may be locked in to a project may reflect in queries 
when we look at the entire blockchain.   We further 
propose the procedure of differential address based 
valuation in our architecture thus providing a way in 
incorporate different pay scales of different carrier 
levels in an organization. Thus a query targeted at a 
project address or a set of project addresses would 
reveal the amount of investment that may need to be 

modified. Each project address may be rendered 
invalid after a project tenure has expired and an 
employee address may be rendered invalid after an 
employee has left an organization. 
 
Part II 
We have implemented our blockchain on a local 
system with the following configuration: 
 

Operating System Ubuntu 16.04 

Processor Intel i5. Clock: 2.9 Ghz 
Cores used: 4/4 

Average Hashing 
Speed 

62 h/sec cryptonight-
Hashing 

RAM 8 Gb 
 

Table 1: System Configuration 
 

 
 

Fig 3: Experimental Implementation representation 
 
The entire blockchain has been established on a 
local server using python 3.5 and the host has been 
emulated using open source http client postman [5]. 
We have initialized the current project with four 
employee addresses and two project addresses. In 
our proprietary mining algorithm we use system 
time reference to mine exactly 24 differentially 
priced transaction amounts to be block chain with 
reference of number of employees. In the current 
experiment we have considered project duration to 
be of 7 days and as per system time after 7 days a 
transaction to project address is rendered 
redundant.  The differential valuation of employees 
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is achieved by a multiplier that updates itself according 
to address class. In our experiment we have valued two 
employees at x2 multiplier according to their address 
class. Addresses are strings that may be randomly 
generated with multiplier identifier in the address 
string. Thereby we achieve our ability to value an 
employee according to system time and also achieve 
differential valuation of employee time using our 
mining function. 
We emulate an employee being allocated to a project 
for one week by initiating a transaction from an 
employee address to a project address and push a block 
in our blockchain to validate the same. After an 
employee time has been pushed to a project address, an 
output of the entire blockchain or a targeted query 
would reveal the total employee hours that are not 
allocated to any project and the valuation of the 
employee hours not used. Thereby we gain an insight to 
utilization of human resource workforce in terms of 
investment linked to the same. 
We use cryptonight hashing[6] as our proof of work to 
eliminate double payment. Cryptonight is suitable for 
cpu based mining. It proved to be sufficient for a one 
week trial that we started along with 4 employees’ 
addresses but as mining is a speculative process, to 
initialize validated transactions with valid hashes for 
hours to employee accounts, relatively higher hashing 
power may be required. Our experiment acts as a proof 
of concept in validating transactions on local host. 
Cryptonight is targeted to use the modern cpu 
architecture with native AES encryption along with fast 
64 bit multipliers. Cryptonight is tuned to use 
scratchpad to exactly the size of the per core L3 cache 
on intel cpu architectures which can be approximately 
considered to be around 2 mb as minimum requirement 
for effective hashing. 
 

 
Fig 4: Cryptonight hashing technique demonstrated using two 

blocks 
 
In Fig 4 initial 128 bit values are set using hashing of 
block state by a keccak(sha3)[7] variant. A is used to 
locate the pseudorandom location in the scratchpad, and 
then the location is AES encrypted and determines a 
second location. That location is used in a 64 bit 
multiplier and repeated. Thereby enabling hash 
validations with minimum hashing power requirements. 

 
Part III 

 
Fig 4: European Workforce Analytics Market Growth 

Forecast (USD Million) 
 
HR analytics have established itself as the fastest 
growing among analytics industry. Most of HR 
solutions ar built as hiring solutions or credential 
validating solutions and existing workforce 
management happens to be a field that requires 
attention and can add to organizational yield by 
minimizing investment management errors.  
According to a Wilson towers Watson survey only 
11% of the organizations involved in the survey are 
satisfied with their HR analytics solutions, further 
into the wtw report we find 82% companies in the 
survey are still using traditional workforce 
management, thereby creating a huge demand in 
the new segment of workforce management. As 
workforce analytics market is expected to be $ 1.87 
billion dollar market by 2025, our novel solution 
can form it’s own niche segment to help make 
better business decisions in every industry that 
depends on a large workforce that needs to be 
flexible to meet business demands, our solution can 
help provide exact number quotes for projects and 
help formulate employee policies being better 
informed. 
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